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CHAPTER 1 

JNTRODuCTrON. 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

Database security becomes more. and more important with the rapid development 

of Internet. E-commerce and other hernet applications impel more requirements to 

database systems 1131. Over the past two years, there has been a huge increase in the 

amount of business conducted over the Internet. People now book plane tickets, make 

hotel reservations, rent a car, Qansfer money from one account to another, and buy 

clothes, books online. Behind all these front-end applications, a database system is the 

kernel part and changes the way of information that is managed and accessed to meet the 

demands of the Tnternet age. Databases often hold the most valuable electronic assets 

within a company, including intellectual property, transaction data, financial infomation, 

or customer data. Information, if compromised, could have a significant negative impact. 

In order to make our data safe, we need to continuously improve the data security 

methods [I]. 

Today's database management systems are much better than before since they can 

provide many security methods to the database administrators or users. The typical 

methods for database security are listed below [ 101 : 



Authentication 

* Security Identification Numbers (Pin) 

Roles 

Securing Access to the Server or Database 

Permission System 

- Ownership Chain 

Though currently we have so many methods for data storing and transferring, 

none of the existing database system is perfectly secured and no one can say his or her 

database is unbreakable. The details of database security are described in Chapter3. 

1.2. The Problem and the Purpose 

Obviously, if the breaker or hacker gets the password of the database, for example, 

default password provided with built-in accounts, users or customers would lose all their 

securities. In fact, a large percentage of the security breaking incidents are made by 

insiders. Since right now there almost no way can protect the data in such case (Password 

Hacking) and most people still focus on the authority controI in database and data 

transference, exploring some new ways to enhance the data security is the purpose of this 

project. This new method can protect our data and information even someone can break 

in the database. 



In order to reach the goal of this project, the idea is we need to encrypt the data by 

some encryption methods before storing the data in the table. It may help us to avoid the 

data losing if the database has been hacked. 

13. Objectives 

The objective of this project is to build an application of Oracle relational 

database management system to provide enhanced security for data. It includes two major 

functions. The first function is to give users or database administrators a choice that they 

can encrypt a field of a tabIe by a selected encryption approach among methods. The 

second function is to provide a grained access control or row level security control 

whereby a user can only access rows of data that pertain to hidher. 

The main computer programs of this project contain two parts. The first part 

contains a management system for the two major functions. The second part is an 

application simulation program that used for testing the result and performance. Both 

programs are written with Java and PLISQL, an enhanced SQL language from Oracle. 

The interface of this program is created in Oracle Forms Developer, Forms Builder6. 

Other parts like triggers, functions and procedures are built by PLISQL too. Three typical 

algorithms, MD5, DES, and RSA, are used for encryption and are implemented by Java 

language and tested in Oracle JDeveloper. 

In this project, Oracle Database 8i Standard Edition is used as the basic database 

management system. The operating system is Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. 



1.4. Definition of Terms 

Field Encryption (FE): A method that can encrypt data of attributes of a database 

table 

Row Level Control (RLC, RC): The rows in the table have been granted to 

different users 

Data Security (DS): A security method to secure the data itself 

1.5. Outline of the Thesis 

The outline of this study is to add two additional hnctions to the Oracle database 

management system and create a test program. Totally, there are five parts in the project, 

Management System, Interface to the User, Interface to the Database, Java Classes of the 

Encryption Method, and Test Program as shown in Figure 1. 

The first part is Management System, which is the kernel of the entire program. 

Management System manages both the field encryption and row IeveI control functions. 

It can receive the requests from the user by User Interface and communicate with the 

database through the Database Interface. Test program can simulate an application 

environment and check the final result. 



Interface to [T] 
Management [F]-(T) [-I 
Interface to 

Figure 1. A Block Diagram of the Project 

The thesis is organized as follows. 

Chapter I is the introduction to the thesis. In Chapter 11, we present an overview 

of the subject and closely related subjects. Methodology, analysis, and the 

implementation of the project are given in Chapter 111. We present the results and 

analysis of each testing for this project in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V contains 

conclusions and the future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

To reach the goal of this thesis, we should focus on the following areas: 

I, The Cryptography and the Encryption 

2. Database Security 

3. Oracle Systems and Applic.ation Develop Environment 

4. PLlSQL Language 

5. Java Class Methods in PLlSQL 

2.1. The Cryptography and the Encryption 

Cryptography is an ancient rnathematica! science that was originally used for 

military communications, and designed to hide the contents of a message if it fa11 into the 

hands of the enemy, Recent devdoprnents in cryptography have added more uses, 

including mechanisms for authenticating users on a network, ensuring the integrity of 

transmitted infomation and preventing users from repudiating (i.e. rejecting ownership 

of) their transmitted messages. 

Encryption is the name given to the process o f  applying an algorithm to a 

message, which secure the data and making it very difficult to get the originaI data. Input 
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to the algorithm typically involve additional secret data that called key, which prevents 

the message from being decoded even if the algorithm is publicly known [2O]. 

There are two kinds of key systems available. Different algorithms apply to 

different key systems. The symmetric key system uses one key for both encryption and 

decryption. The public keylprivate key system uses one key for encryption and another 

key for decryption [3]. 

The encryption methods used in this project are M I S ,  DES and RSA. 

1. m5 

hD2 [9], MD4 [19] [17], and M D 5  [I81 are message-digest algorithms developed 

by Rivest. All three algorithms take a message of arbitrary length and produce a 128-bit 

message digest. MD2 was optimized for &-bit machines, whereas MD4 and MD5 were 

aimed at 32-bit machines [22]. 

In MD2, the message is first padded so its length in bytes is divisible by 16. A 16- 

byte checksum is then appended to the message, and the hash value is computed on the 

resulting message [22J. In MD4, the message is padded to ensure that its length in bits 

plus 64 is divisible by 512. A @-bit binary representation of the original length of the 

message is then concatenated to the message [4]. The message is processed in 512-bit 

blocks in the DamgirdlMerkle [25] iterative structure, and each block is processed in 

three distinct rounds. MD5 was developed by Rivest in 1991. While it is a little bit slower 

than MD4, it is more secure. The algorithm consists of four distinct rounds, which has a 

slightly different design from that of MD4. The size of message-digest remains the same. 
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Den Boer and Bosselaers [S] have found pseudo-coIlisions for MD5. More recent work 

by Dobbertin has extended the techniques used so effectively in the analysis of MD4 to 

find collisions for the compression function of MD5 [8]. While stopping short of 

providing collisions for the hash function in its entirety this is clearly a significant step. 

1211. 

2. DES 

The Data Encryption Standard, or DES, was the first official U.S. government 

cipher intended for commercial use. It is the most widely used cryptosystem in the world. 

DES is an improvement of the algorithm Lucifer developed by IBM in the early 1970s. It 

is the best known and widely used symmetric algorithm in the world [23]. 

The DES has a @-bit block size and uses a 56-bit key during execution (8 parity 

bits are stripped off from the full #-bit key). The DES is a symmetric cryptosystem, 

specifically a 16-round Feistel cipher and was originally designed for implementation in 

hardware. When used for communication, both sender and receiver must know the same 

secret key, which can be used to encrypt and decrypt the message, or to generate and 

verify a message authentication code (MAC). Tne DES can also be used for single-user 

encryption, such as to store files on a hard disk in encrypted form. In a multi-user 

environment, secure key distribution may be difficult; public-key cryptography provides 

an ideal solution to this problem. 

3. RSA 



The M A  cryptosystem is a public-key cryptosystem that offers both encryptions 

and digital signatures (authentication) [24]. Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard 

Adleman developed the RSA system in 1977 [ZO]; RSA stands for the first letter in each 

of its inventors' last names. 

The RSA algorithm works as follows: take two large primes, p and q, and 

compute their product pa = pq; n is called the modulus. Choose a number, e, less than n 

and relatively prime to (p-l)(g-13, which means e and Cp-1.)(q-1) have no common factors 

except 1. Find another number d such that bed - E) is divisible by (p- l)(g- 1). The values e 

and d are called the public and private exponents, respectively. The public key is the pair 

(n, e); the private key is In, 4. The factors p and q may be destroyed or kept with the 

private key [7]. 

It is currently difficult to obtain the private key d from the public key (n, e). 

However if one could factor n intop and g, then one could obtain the private key d. Thus 

the security of the RSA system is based on the assumption that factoring is difficult. The 

discovery of an easy method of factoring would "break" RSA. 

All these ctyptographies are written as different classes by Java. For example, for 

DES, the name of the Java class is "DES.class". Currently, there are 3 encryption 

methods can be used in this project, and the name of the classes are "DES.class", 

"RSA.class", and "MD5.class"~ We choose these 3 typical cryptographs because they are 

the most wildly used and easy to understand. 
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2.2. Database Security 

It is evident that data security principles must be applied to sensitive information. 

Government, research, corporations and other organizations keep large volumes of data 

that are not expected to be available to non-authorized users. And if someone can access 

them, data should be unreadable and absolutely incomprehensive. Right securiv policies 

largely decrease risks by reducing vulnerabilities and strengthening defenses and 

countermeasures [12]. A database server with important information is tempting for many 

people and appropriate measures have to be taken. They include the physical security of 

the server and the number of people accessing it [26]. 

Data accessibility is a major goal in database security. Many companies or 

organizations cannot work properly if databases are down. To put the data available 

implies to provide the security mechanisms to ensure authentication, authorization and 

auditing procedures. Authentication means that user identity must be truly verified, 

commonly through a password only known to the user. After this first step has been 

completed, the system must determine the resources that the particular user id can access 

to. This is the authorization phase and all the tasks involved are often referred as user 

security administration. Finally, to detect possible intruders and ensure data integrity, 

auditing utilities must be activated. 

While on routing and Internet from server to receiver, data passes through 

different devices where, if security policies have been not applied or ate defective, a 

third-party can get access to the packets. Obviously, this is a security threat that must be 



taken into strong consideration, We must ensure that data can be only seen by the same 

individual we sent the data to, while avoiding data corruption by a third party. To achieve 

the former, encryption must be applied. Data integrity is usually ensured by means of 

certificates and public key encryption. Another important aspect is named non- 

repudiation. This is extremely important in e-business and it avoids that a sender can 

deny ta have sent the information. 

There is a need to protect databases from accidental data loss. A general backup 

and recovery strategy must be designed depending on various factors, such as database 

size, volume of changes, and resources available. Attention must be paid when choosing 

the backup type (incremental, full) and testing the whole set of procedures to recover the 

system in case of disaster, and in a timely manner. Backup utilities, usually integrated 

into the database package (e-g., On-Tape and On-Archive in Informix, RMAN in Oracle), 

guarantee that backup procedures can be camed out while maintaining database security 

and referential integrity. Parallelism is strongly suggested, mainly for critical applications, 

as it ensures minimum service disruption. The latter can be also improved by using high- 

speed backup devices. 

A schema is a logical collection of database objects (tables, views, sequences, 

synonyms, indexes, clusters, procedures, functions, packages, and database links). By 

default, each database user creates and has access to all objects in the corresponding 

schema. With correct privileges, user can access other resource in different schemas. 



Encryption is commonly associated to information moving from one side to 

another. On a high risk database environment, encryption must be also enabled to the 

lowest level, that is, to the stored data. It adds an important layer of protection that 

enforces security. Any user trylng to access the data not only need the right password, but 

the encryption key as well. One advantage of this schema is that files can be unreadable 

to people that having access to the database, such as an operating system administrator, 

but no databases privileges. Database encryption affects performance and a compromise 

solution must be found between performance and security, only encrypting tables, or 

columns with sensitive information. 

It is thought that most of the attacks come f b m  outside but, in the real world, a 

large percentage of the security breaking incidents are made by insiders, for example, 

dishonest DBA, people working in the same organization with extra knowledge about the 

database structure and security policy. If the previous database security recommendations 

are followed, damage caused by insider's activities can be limited and audited. But this 

still can not solve the problem, like dishonest DBA. That leads to the idea of this 

project-hding a new security method if the hacker can access the table. 

23 .  Oracle System and Develop Environment 

OracleSi Standard Edition, from Oracle, is the first database management system 

designed specifically for developing, deploying, and managing departmental Internet 

applications. In addition to being the premiere database for traditional departmental 
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applications, h c l e 8 i  Standard Edition offers unprecedented ease-of-use, power, and 

price-performance far workgroups or departmental applications to Web-enable users' 

business. [I51 The Oracle data server has been designed to meet the requirements of the 

network-computing era. To ensure that the Oracle data server is appropriate for both 

small, departmental applications and enterprise-wide computing, it is offered in two 

configurations, Oracle8 and Oracle8 Enterprise Edition. 

Both Oracle8 and the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition provide reliable and secure data 

management for applications ranging from small departmental applications to high- 

volume on-line transaction systems, or query-intensive data warehouse applications. 

They also provide the tools for systems management, the flexibility to distribute data 

efficiently, and the scalability for optimal performance from computing resources 1161. 

The newest version of Oracle is Oracle9. 

Oracle Forms Developer is Oracle's award-winning Internet Rapid Application 

Development tool--part of the Internet Developer Suite. It is a highly productive end-to- 

end development environment for building enterprise-class, database-centric Internet 

applications 11 11. The tool suite includes a set of integrated builders, re-entrant wizards, 

and property palettes that enable developers to quickly construct sophisticated, multi- 

lingual and highly interactive forms, charts, and business logic with minimal effort. The 

extensible Java client offers developers vast potential to make web applications come 

alive with packaged samples, such as rollover buQons, web-link types, and desktop 

integration to access the local file system. [I41 



2.4. PLISQL Language 

PWSQL is Oracle's procedural extension to industry-standard SQL. PLISQL 

naturally, efficiently, and safely extends SQL. Its primary strength is in providing a 

server-side, stored procedural language that is easy-to-use, seamless with SQL, robust, 

portable, and secure. 

Furthermore, the PLISQL compiler and interpreter are also embedded in Oracle 

Developer, providing developers with a consistent and leveraged development model on 

both the client and the server side. In addition, PLISQL stored procedures can be called 

from a number of Oracle clients, such as Pro*CTM or Oracle@ Call Interface, and from 

Oracle0 Reports and Oracle Forms Developer. 

Here is an example: 

-- available online in file 'exampl' 
DECLARE 

qty-on-hand NUMBER ( 5 1 ; 
BEGIN 

SELECT quantity INTO qty-on-hand FROM inventory 
WHERE product = 'TENNIS RACKET' 
FOR UPDATE OF quantity; 

I F  qty-on-hand > 0 THEN -- check quantity 
UPDATE inventory SET quantity = quant i ty  - 1 

W E R E  product  = 'TENNIS RACKET'; 
INSERT I N T O  purchase-record 

VALUES ('Tennis racket purchased', SYSDATE); 
ELSE 

INSERT INTO purchase-record 
VALUES ('Out of tennis rackets', SYSDATE); 

END IF; 
COMMIT ; 

END ; 
/ 



With PLISQL, users can use SQL statements to manipulate Oracle data and flaw- 

of-control statements to process the data. Moreover, they can declare constants and 

variables, define procedures and functions, and trap runtime errors. Thus, PLJSQL 

combines the data manipulating power of SQL with the data processing power of 

proceduraI languages. 

2.5. Using Java Class Methods in Oracle 

In Omcle8, user can call Java sub-function via using PLISQL easily. There are two 

ways to use Java class methods in Oracle. The first is use "Eoadjava" command to load 

the java class or source code in console. The second way is define and declare the java 

class methods on runtime. In this project, we choose the second way to load Java class 

and the steps are shown below [Z]: 

1. Create or replace file path. 

This step is used for locate the path of the Java source code file or binary file. 

When Oracle Database started, DBMS will go to this location and load user's Java 

code. 

CREATE OR REPLACE DIRECTORY test-dir as 

'/Oracle/0ra81/javaJCryptField'; -- Path of the target file 

2. Create or replace class file name. 

Create a new class in Oracle Database from user's files. DBMS will load this class 



and add it to the database. 

CRFATE OR REPLACE JAVA CLASS USING BFILEltest-dir, 'test.classh); 

3. Create or replace a running environment. 

Create functions or procedures from the Java class method. 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE TEST-CALL() 

AS LANGUAGE JAVA 

NAME 'test.simadd0 '; -- Invoke Java method 

4. Call the java class method program 

In the program, user can calI the new subprogram directly. 

CALL T E S T C A L L O ;  -- Call n e w  method from Oracle 



CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter, the author presents the methodology of the project and describes 

the program built in this project. 

3.1. Methodology 

Obviously, in order to add new functions to an existing database management 

system, we create a new layer between the existing database management system and the 

front-end application. The integration of this new layer does not change the Oracle's 

DBMS. It ensures the original security abilities, and original functions would not be 

weakened by the new program. This layer is the kernel of the entire project. Figure 2 

gives a brief view of the relations between the Oracle database and the new program. 

Overall, this project adds some new logic operations those can enhance the database 

security. 

First, user's requests are sent to the New Function Management System. In this 

part, all queries or commands are checked carefulIy. If  some particular conditions are met, 



this management system calls stored functions and procedures to process the user's 

requirements. The procedure may change the original request from the user and generate 

some new commands. New requests are sent to the database and the system returns the 

results to the user. 

Applications 

Oracle 

Database r l  

[Applications) 

New Functions 

Oracle 

Database l-7 
Old System New System 

Figure 2: A Diagram of Structures with Oracle DBMS 

3.1.1. Field Encryption 

Field Encryption is an encsyption applied to fields in a table. With some 

encryption methods, data is "unreadable" to the user or database administrator. The data 

should be encrypted before saved in the table. The user is the only one who has the key 

for encoding and decoding. Without the correct key, system may return an incorrect data 

without any warning. Normally, there are two keys in most encryption algorithms, private 
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key and public key. Some encryption methods, like DES, use only one key. A very 

special case is that some encryption methods are one-way algorithms. It is almost 

impossible to decode the cipher text to the original message like MD5. 

AS shown in Figure 3, program adds one new level between the userlapplication 

and DBMS. This new layer accepts the requests and commands from the user, determines 

what need to do next and sends new requests and commands to the database. 

User's Request u -------- - - - - -  ---------- 
I Program, New Layer / I 

FEIRC 
Processes I I 

1 I 
1 

Figure 3. New Layer between User and DBMS 

Generally, the methodology may be divided by these aspects: 

1. User's Request Process 

2. AddtRemove FE to A Table 



3. SQL Query Process 

4. Supported Data types 

5. Limitation 

I User 

User Logon 
Create Connection Result Process 

User Requests 'i 
Result 

I Sort ~ ~ ~ u e A  

Request Process 
I 7  

Figure 4. User's Request Process 

1. User Request Process 

While the user logins and queries the database, management system may catch 

this event and verify the fire conditions. Specific operations would be executed if the 

requirements may affect the encrypted tables. 
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As shown in Figure 4, when user sends a SQL query to the database, for example, 

"SELECT NAME FROM EMP", system checks the table "DS-FieldEncryption'" and 

determines whether executing this query would infect some encrypted attributes. 

If the query would infect some encrypted attributes, keys are required from user 

for decoding. User can submit the keys with their queries together by application or 

provide the keys when system asks in pop-up window. Program would use these keys to 

decode the cipher text in the table and return the plain text to the user. It should be 

noticed that system wouldn? teIl the user whether the keys are correct. If  the keys are not 

exactly the right keys for decoding, the program would return a different result or nu11 

value to the user. The value depends on different encryption methods. If the query does 

not infect an encrypted attribute, management system sends the query to Oracle's DBMS 

as normal and returns the results to user directly. 

Some appropriate processes can be done if the requests meet the requirements. 

These include the query pre-process and result process. The SQL statements, like "Insert", 

'Vpdate"', "Delete" and "Select", can be executed and monitored. 

2. AddRemove FE to a Table that Already Exist 

By adding Field Encryption to a table that already exists, user can browse the 

attribute list and choose the one they would like to encqrpt. In this step, both the attribute 

and the encryption method should be selected. Also, user must setup at least one key to 

access this field. Stored procedure encrypts all the data in this field after the user makes 



the final decision. The "scene", information used in this procedure, is stored in a system 

table called "DS-FieldEncryption", which contains the name of the database, owner, 

table, column, the method of the encryption, etc. 

The steps of this procedure are: 

Stepl. Choose Table, Column and Encryption Method 

Step2. Setup Keys $Required 

Step3. Enclypf Current Data 

Step4. Update Table DS-FieldEncryption 

These steps can be applied to remove operation if we change the step3 to "Decode 

Current Data". 

3. SQL Statement Pre-process 

Depends on the size of the table, there are two ways to pre-process SQL 

statements. For small tables, internal procedures decode the encrypted column and then 

pass the request to database management system. This column should be re-encrypted 

after the result has been returned to the user successfully. The diagram of the procedure is 

shown in Figure 5 .  Encodingldecoding the whole column is easy to implement in both the 

algorithm and programming, but it is not eficient, Also, this method increases the risk of 

security during the processing. 



Queries from User ri 
Encrypted? n 

Re-write the Query 
Small Table? 

Pass the Query I toDBMS 

Keys h r n  User 

+ 
Figure 5.  Decode/Encode the Attribute Values 

Decode the Attribute 
Values 

The data may be leaked out before the column has been decoded again. In this 

project, we use this method for most testing program because it is the easier one. 

Encoding and decoding the whole column of a big table is overhead and the 

running time could destroy all the advantages from this project. Then we use the second 



method to perform the process in a better performance. No coIumn needs to be decoded 

before the processing. 

Subprograms may analyze each query and find the position of the encrypted 

attribute. Most of the queries can be sorted as three types. The first type: The value of the 

encrypted attributes should be returned to the user as show in Figure6, case a, 

Management system sends the query to the database and additional decoding operation 

would be applied after executing the query. The second type, case b: The encrypted 

attribute is the conditions in the query, for example, in the phase "WHERE". The system 

encodes conditions into the cipher text and replaces the original message. This decoding 

process should be applied before executing. The last type, case c:  The encrypted 

attributes appear in both of the two places, one should be returned to the user and another 

one is in the conditions that should be met. We need to combine the first and the second 

processes, encrypt the conditions and unencrypt the result before and after execute the 

query. These three cases are shown in Figure 6.  

SELECT SAL. FROM EMP WHERE ENAME="JOHN" 

Case a. attribute SAL has been encrypted 

SELECT SAL FROM EMP WHERE ENAME="JOHW5 
Case b. attribute ENAME has been encrypted 

SELECT SAL FROM EMP WHERE ENAME="JOHN" 
Case c. attributes S A L  and ENAME has been encrypted 

Figure6. Different Positions of Encrypted Attribute in Query 
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A diagram of total processes is shown in Figure 7. 

Statement I Send SELECT 1 

N 
Send Statement 

Decode Attribute Values Re-write Statement 
I 

S + 
Send Statement to 

DBMS 

Encode Attribute Values 

Result? 

Figure 7.  Sample: Process of the "SELECT" Statement 



For example, when the user sends a query to database, "SELECT SAL FROM 

EMP W E R E  ENAME=YOHN"', management system catches this request and checks 

the status from the table DS - FieldEncryption. In case a, system sends the query to the 

DBMA and gets the result "SAL='a84jduai39cmgh29d7dttkj'". Next, management 

system decodes the result and return "SAL=2500" to the user. In case b, system encodes 

the query first and sends the new query "SELECT SAL FROM EMP WHERE 

ENAME=' 12sde3f56gfr678juygft-45'" to the DBMS, then returns the result to the user 

directly. In case c, system uses both of these two procedures. 

4. Supported Data type 

Not a11 the data types can be encrypted in this program. Because most of the 

encryption methods are used for ASCII text (plain text) only, the data types such as 

CHAR, VARCHAR2, and NUMBER can be encrypted but the binary data types like 

BFlLE cannot be encrypted in this project. Since Oracle8i can convert the data types 

automatically, this program supports any data type that can be converted to VARCHAR2. 

The list of the build-in data types that supported by this program is shown in Table 1. 

This program doesn't support user defined data types. 



I Data Type Suppost Data Type Support 
- pp 

REAL 
rNT 

BIG-INT 

5 .  Special Cases 

If the data has been encrypted by some on-way encryption algorithms, for 

example, MD5, data cannot be retrieved after encryption. System must monitor this kind 

of encryption methods and give a warning to the user. This kind of encryption methods 

are only used in the attributes like "Password", "Social Security Number". 

FLOAT 

3.1.2. Row Level Control 

-- 

Y I NCLOB 
Y BLOB 

Y I PLS-INT 

Row Level Control is a grained access control that users can only access the rows 

that pertain to himher. Multiple communities of users can access the same database, yet 

obtain only a specific set of records authorized to use. The typical application of Row 

Level Control is the independent suppliers can update the same table of products without 

getting the information that not belongs to himlher. 

- 

N - 
N 

Y 

Table 1. Supported Data Types (Y=Yes, N=No) 
Y 1 BFILE 

1. Initial (Admemove) a Table 

An additional attribute called "DS-RC-RCL" (VARCHAR2) is added to the 

existing table. The initial value is "NULL". Ordinary users who have the privileges to 

access this table can retrieve these tuples. The owner of the table or database 

N 



administrator can set some different access levels and assign the user to each level. All 

the information used in this function is stored in system table "DS - RowLevelControl". 

2. Access the Table 

When the user accesses a table with Row Level Control, the system checks if the 

table has been controlled and the user has the privileges to access it. If this is the case, 

system retrieves information from the table "DS - RowLevelContro1'~hich contains the 

information for this function like the user name, access level, and the table name, etc. The 

queries Erom the user must be changed by management system. It integrates the condition 

sf access level (Access-Level) to the clause "WHERE" and submits this new query to the 

DBMS. This operation is not transparent to the user. He/she doesn't know that the queries 

are changed and some tuples are skipped by the DBMS, Each user gets a "Visual Table" 

fiom the original table. 111 Figure 8, Tablel is the original table with two row control 

levels, RCI and RC2. USER1 can access the rows which the value of RCL is "RCI" or 

"NULL. To USER1, the target table is a new virtual table, Table2, instead of Tablel. 

This virtual table includes the rows that the RCL is "RCI" or '"NULL" in Tablel. Also, 

the virtual table for USEW is Table3. So even though two users submit the same query, 

the results turned to them may be different. 



Record NO. RCL 

RC1: RCL of USER1 
RC2: RCL of USER2 

Figure 8. Visual Table for Each User 

3.2. The Program 

The requests for this program are listed below. 

E A user-friendly interface 

Create some tables used to store the required information 

Some triggers or subprograms that can monitor the statements such as "Select", 

"Insert", "Delete", "Update", "Drop", etc 

The encryption algorithm that presented by Java language 

* Stored procedures and functions that can be called by both the database and the 

applications 

Auditing Utilizes 



Test program for the result and the performance 

The program of this project includes four parts. The first part is the functions and 

procedures running in the database, Next, the second part is a management system 

independent with DBMS. Interface to the user and database is the third part in the 

program and the last part is the testing program that used for result and performance test. 

3.2.1. The Main Program 

The main program is created by Oracle Forms Developer, Forms Buildeh, which 

has a comprehensive application framework to deploy enterprise-class applications with a 

rich Java interface. Main program integrates a11 the functions and gives the user a friendly 

interface. It is necessary that the main program must check the completion of each part 

required in this application. As a management system to enhance the security ability of 

database, main program can check the authorization of the user and create a connection to 

the Oracle. 

User can use this program to maintain Field Encryption and Row Level Control. 

To maximize the applicable area, the p r o m  can work in two modes. One is to work in 

Server-Client mode or as a normal window apptication. The other is to run in any 

machine which has JVM supported via the Internet. 

To pedorm all the hnctions required in this project, the program has been 

grouped into some modules as shown in Figure 9: 



Authorization + 
Initial Check 

Field Encryption 

ROW Control 

Figure 9. The Structure of the Program 

The first module is "Authorization". This part is designed to provide security 

protection and create a connection to the database. User must provide correct usemame 

and password based on the account of the database. This program doesn't have its own 

account management system. The second module is used to check if all the parts required 

in this program exist in database. The checking list is tables, Java class files, subprograms, 

and Java methods. For example, system checks if the table "DS-FieldEncryption" is 

correct and the build-in function '9S-Encrypt" is valid. If  not, a new corrected copy of 

these damaged parts will be created in the appropriate schema. User can achieve all the 

functions, FE and RLC, from the main program. With the help of a user-friendly interface, 

they can add or remove Field Encryption and Row Level Control to a table. The next 

module is testing program, user can verify the result of Field Encryption and Row Level 

Control. Also, the performance test program can calculate the space and time cost in each 

operation. 



?'he interface of this main program may separate to five parts, "Menu Bar", 

"Tools bar", "Detail Tree of Database", "Details of Table", and "Function Area". The 

functions for each part are listed below. 

Menu Bar: Display a list of common commands. Menu items include some 

common operations of the database. 

* Tools Bar: Contains buttons with images that for basic operations 

a Detail Tree of the Database: A Hierarchical Tree that shows the details of the 

current database. 

a Table Details: The details of the current table 

0 Function Area: List all the options for both of the two functions, FE and RC. 

The interface of the main program is shown in Figure 10. (Appendix C) 

Figure 1 0. Interface of the Main Program 
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There are six buttons in the Tools Bar. User can choose each function by 

clicking the button. 

Field Encryption: Field Encryption function, icon: 

Row Level Control: Row Level Control function, icon: %I 

Connect: connect to the database with a new user, icon: 3 

Disconnect: disconnect with database, icon: 3 

3 
Test Program: call 'Test Program" to test the database, icon: 

Exit: Exit the program, icon: m 

The hierarchical tree in "Detail Tree of Database" can display the information of 

current database. User may expand and collapse the tree nodes and choose the table by 

clicking the name. A typical tree in running mode i s  shown in Figure I 1. 

Figure 1 1. Hierarchical Tree 



Once the user chooses a table from the tree, "Table Details" shows the details of 

the table, the name, columns, length, data type, and owner. 

"Function Area" gives all the options for FE and RLC. In this part, user can setup 

Field Encryption and Row Level Control options by different tab pages. Each tab page is 

used for a specific function. Three of these tab pages are used to display the value of the 

table "DS-FieldEncryption"', "DS-RowLevelControl", and "DS-EncMethod*'. 

3.2.2. Elements in a Database 

Obviously we need additional space to store the information for each function. 

There are three major tables should be added to the database, "DS-FieldEncryption", 

"DS - RowLevelControl", and "DS - EncMetkod". All of these tables should be created in 

"SYS" table space. 

These tables should have all the information for adding and removing functions 

FE and RC. System can check this table and find if the destination table has been 

encrypted. The attributes of the table "DS-FieldEncrypti on" are TB-Owner (varchar21, 

DB-Name (varchar2)' T a b l e a m e  (varchar2), A ~ r i  bute-Name (varchar2), Enc-Method 

(varc har2), Private-Key (varcharZ)(Encrypted), and Public-Key (varchar2)(Encrypted). 

The Private-Key and Public-Key are encrypted by MD5 and only used for debugging. In 

final program, we don't need these two attributes. Actually, the column "private-key" is 

only used for reference. In the final application, no keys are stored in database. 



The attributes of the table "DS_RowLevelControl" are Owner (varchar21, 

Table-Name (varchad), Access - Level (varchar;?), Access_User (varchar2), and 

Access_Group (varchar2). User defines the value of Access-Level and it can be any text 

like "Suplierl" and "Suplied". The name of the user who is granted with this access 

level is stored in column Access-User. If the access level is assigned to a user group, the 

information will be stored in attribute Access-Group. 

The table 'DS-EncMethod" is used to save the list of the encryption methods. 

The columns are Enc-Name (varchar2) , Enc-Class (varchar2), Input-Datatype 

(varcharz), Input-Datalength (varchar23, classgath (varchar2)(For future works), key# 

(Number). 

3.2.3. Subprograms in a Database 

To insure the program can run as our expectation, we should create the procedures 

and functions not: only in the management system, but also in the database. Both of the 

application and management system can call these subprograms from the internal or 

external of the database. 

The major functions for these subprograms are shown in Table 2. A full list is 

shown in APPENDIX A. 



Name 

DS-UnEncrypt 

DS RowControl 

Table 2. Major Subprograms in a Database 

Encrypt the field, call by other 
DS-Encrypt 

Location 

- 

DS-UnControl 

3.2.4. Test Program 

The test program is used to test the results of the project. It should simulate an 

application and interact with the database. Based on the functions we need to achieve, 

this program should perform these tests: 

I. Addmemove FE to a table 

2. AddlRemove RC to a table 

3. Basic inquire operation for both FE and RC 

4. Basic DML test for both FE and RC 

Additionally, a simple performance test in this program is built in test program. It 

can calculate the time and space required in each function. 

Function 

Functions-SYS 

Functions-SYS 

Wn-encrypt the cohumn 

Add Row Level Control to the table 
I 

Functions-SYS 
Delete the Row Level Control in 
the table 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

In this chapter, the author presents results of functionality tests and also gives a 

simple performance test for time and space complexity analysis. 

4.1. Results 

The result of this project gives an enhanced security to the Oracle database 

management system. It provides an alternative way for the user and the database 

administrator to protect their data. Using Field Encryption can keep the data safe even 

though the password has been divulged. With the protection of Row Level Control, 

different users can only access part of the tuples that are granted to them. 

Finally, we can enhance the security of the database. This enhanced security 

method is a "shell" around the database. First, queries from users and applications should 

be passed to this "shell"', and then submitted to the DBMS. Logically, this procedure can 

be applied to any applications. 



4.2. Program Test 

The tests include basic functions test and the basic operation tests. In order to test 

the result of this project, a program was built to test each function. This program can 

simulate the front-end appIications, accept quires from the user or forms and return the 

results to the user. It can be activated by clicking the button in the "Tools Bas". 

A special environment should be created for testing. This environment contains 

some database users and tables. These test users should have different roles and 

privileges. The tables should have some attributes with different data types. A list of 

these testers and privileges is shown in Table 3. 

The tablespace for these users is "USER". Each user has at least three test tables, 

"EMF", "EMPI", and "EMP2", respectively. User " H A 0  has some additional tables 

like "TEST" and "TEST2". The structure of the table is shown in Table 4. It has eight 

columns and three data types. 

Username 

HA0 

TESTUSER 

TESTUSER1 
TESTUSER2 

TESTUSER3 

TESTUSER4 
Table 3. Test Users and Privileges 

Password 

******** 
******** 
******** 
**x***** 

******** 
--- ******** 

Role 

DBA 

System Privilege 

SYSDBA 

CONNECT I BECOME USER 

CONNECT 

DBA 

SYSOPER 

SYSDBA 



-Table Name Name ' ~ l s p l a y  Name ' Wdth Is VIsible colurnnDataType 

: - 

2 00 NUMBER 
- 

- -  
["HAO"."EMP "ENAMP 

- - --- 

'"HAO*:EMP" "JOB" 

-- 
/"HAO"."EMP "MGR 

!"HAO"."EMP "HIREDATE" 
;"HA@ ,'EM p" "SAL" 

ENAME 
- . .- 

JOB 

-. - - 

R VARCHAR2 
- -= . -- 

VARCHAR2 
, .. . 

NUMBER 
--. 

DATE . , .  -. 

NUMBER 
- -  - 

!? NUMBER 

-. 
I7 NUMBER 

- -- . . - - - - -. 

MGR 

SAL 

' COMM 

"HAO"."EMP" "DEPTNO" #.... .-I . . . .  
DEPTNO 

- - -  

Table 4. The Structure of the Table for Testing 

Ta perform the testing, each table should have same records as shown in Table 5 .  

EMPNO # ~fNAbIE # JOB 4 MGR # HIREDATE & SAC 

7369 SMITH CLERK 7902 1 7-Dec-1990 12:OO 00 AM 800 

17499 ALLEN SKEStdM 7698 20-Fek-1981 12 00'00 AM 1600 

(7521 - - WARD SALESWIN 7688 
.- - 

22-Feb-$981 12 0@00 BM 1250 

17566 ,JONES MANAGER 7839 02-~pr-1 981 12.00 00 AM 2575 

7654 -. MaRTlN 
- 

SALESW 7598 28-Sep1981 i 2:00 00 M 1250 
- -- 

11698 B M  MANAGER 7839 01-May-1901 12'00 00 AM 2850 

17782 , CLARK MANAOER 7839 DQJuw1981 12:00:00 AM 2450 

17788 SCOTl ANALYST 7566 19-Apr-1987 12'00:OO AM 3000 

'KING 
-, - . - - - . 

PRESIDENT 17-Nov-1981 12:OO 00 AM 5000 
- - - -  - 

TURNER S A L E S W  7698 O&Ssp1981 12 00:OO PM 1500 

17878 . ADAM3 CLERK 7788 23-May-1987 F 2:(30:00 AM 11 00 

1 7 ~ ~ 0  - 
- 

JRWlES CLERK 7698 03-Dec-1 981 12 00 00 AM 950 

17934 . - MILLER 7782 23-Jan-19BZ 12 DO:00 AM 1300 
- . -  

CLERK 
.. . - - 

Table 5 .  The Content of the Table "EMP" 

For Row Level Control, additional table called 'TEST-RC'" and "TES'F_RCI" 

were created for user "HAO". The structure of the tables are as same as the table EMP. 

Table "TEST-RC3" is empty as shown in Table 6 .  



EMPNO 4 ENAME # JOB & MGR fi HIREDATE SAL # COMM fi DEPTNO - 
1 

Table 6.  An Empty Table for Row Level Con@ol 

In the test of Field Encryption and Row Level Control, we set some special 

conditions to obtain an environment as close as the real world. We will explain each 

condition below during the test. Testing should be well planed and organized. All of the 

test procedures are numbered so that it is easy to track and analyze the results. Each test 

has been well designed and we are trying to cover the cases as mush as possible. 

4.2.1. Field Encryption Test 

Table 7 is a list of the tests for Field Encryption. 

TESTFE-2 I Add 1 MD5 1 Add MD5 to aTable 
-- 

TEST FE-3 I SOL I SELECT I Test "Select" Query 

Description 

AddlRemove FE to a Table 

- 

TEST FE-4 1 SQL I INSERT 1 Test "Insert" Query 

Method 

DES 

Test No. 

TEST FE-1 

Test "Update" Query 

Table 7. The Test List for Field Encryption 

Test Type 

AddlRemove 

Test FE-I: Basic Function Test - Add and Remove Field Encryption (DES). 

This is a test that verifies whether the management system can add and remove 

FE with DES encryption method to a table. 



Test Gondi tions: 

Table: HAO.EMP 

Encryption Method: DES 

Key: 12345678 

After encoding, one or more fields (columns) were encrypted. The data of 

encrypted attributes is invisible to the user and database administrator. In Table 8, the 

field "JOB" was encrypted by DES encryption method. The data in column "JOB" is 

unmeaning. No one can get the real information fiom such data without the correct key. 

- . -. - - - - - - 

EMPNO & ENAME # #[OR # HIREDATE # SAL 4 COMM D E m O  # JOB -- !L 
7369 SMITH 7902 17-Dec-1980 12'00:00 AM 800 20 aOfa72026bd720W 

17499 ALLEN 3698 30 7e5aa5f5707~3193dm.. 
. -- 

20-Feb-f 981 12 0W00 AM Z BOO 300 
-- . . .. - 

17521 WARD 7698 22-Fob1 981 12'0@00AM 1250 500 30 7s5aa5f5707~3193delm. 

7588 JONES 7839 02-Apr-1981 1 2  00 00 AM 2975 20 68c5deb91td37064 

7654 MART1N 7698 28Sep-1981 12'00.00 AM 1250 1900 30 7e5aa5A707~3193de119.. 

17098 'BM 7839 01-Map1 981 1 2 00 00 AM 2850 30 68c5deb91fd37064 

17782 CLARK 7839 09Jun-t B81 12.00:00 AM 2450 1 0  68~5Uebglfd37084 

I7788 S C O l l  7566 19-Rpr-t 967 12 00'00 MA 3000 20 017abb04aBD318f3 

1839  KING 17-Nov-1981 1 200:OU AM 5000 10 bZlacOc7ll f a28fabb85 

7844 TURNER 7698 OBSep-1981 12 OWDOAM 1500 0 30 7e5aa5f5707~3193defl9. 

7876 ADAMS 7788 23-Mw1987 12.0U.ODM 11 00 I 20 aDla72DZBbd7209f 

17800 JAMES 7698 O3Dec-1 g89 12:UO'OO AM 950 30 aOfa72026bd7209f 

7902 FORD 7566 03Dec-1981 1 T00.00 AM 3000 20 01 7abbO4a60J18fl 

MILLER 7702 ,23Jan-1982 12:00:00 AM 1300 10 aOTa72026bd7209f 

Table 8. The Column "JOB" has been Encrypted by DES 

The de-encrypt operation i s  based on the same attribute, "JOB. After decoding, 

the column "JOB" was "recovered" and "converted" to the original data. This result of 

table "EMP" is shown in Table 9. The contents of the table are as same as the table 

before encryption. (See. Table 4) 



EMPNO fi E W E  fi  MOR # HIREDATE GOMM # DEPTNO @ JOB 

G 6 9  -- 
f i Z L  -- - -- - 

I 
SMITH 7902 1 7-Dec-1900 1 2 ... 800 211 CLERK 

) 7499 ALLEN 7698 20-Feb-1981 12: ... 1600 300 30 SALESMAN 
I 
17521 WARD 7698 22-Feb-1981 1 2. 1 250 500 30 SALESMAN 

7566  JONES 7839 02-Apr-1 981 121.. 2975 20 MANAGER 

17654 MARTIN 7698 28-Sep-1981 1 2. 1250 1400 30 SALESMAN 
I 
/7698 PIAKE 7839 01-Mw-I 981 1 2:. . 2850 30 MANAGER 

-. - 

i7782 C U R K  7839 0s-Jun-I 981 12.. 2450 1 0  MANAGER 

i '1788 SCOlT 7566 19.Apr-1987 12 ... 3000 20 , ANALYST 

17839 KING 17-Nw1901 12:. . 5000 10 PRESIDENT 

TURNER 7690 08-SSP-'I 981 7 2' 1 500 0 30 SALESMAN 

17876 ADAMS 7788 23-May-1 987 12.. 11 00 20 CLERK 

l7900 JAMES 7698 03-Dec-1981 12:.. 950 30 CLERK 

17902 FORD 7566 03-Dm-I981 12: ... 3000 20 ANALYST 

17934 MILLER 77132 23-Jan-1982 1 2. ... 1300 10 ' CLERK 

Table 9. The Table "EMF after Decoding Operation 

Conclusion: This program can add and remove FE to a table by DES encryption 

method. 

Test FE-2: Basic Function Test - Add and Remove Field Encryption (MD5). 

This test is as same as Test FE-1, but no decoding operation required because 

MD5 is on-way encryption method. The test is designed to check the function FE and we 

don't recommend encrypting the attributes by MDS until the user very sure about that. 

Test Conditions: 

Table: EMP 

Encryption Method: MD5 



MDS is one-way encryption method. The data that been encrypted can not be 

decode again. To test this function, we encode the attribute "JOB" and the result is shown 

in Table 10 below. For the correctness of the MD5, please check the APPENDIX-B. 

.. .+- 
EMPNO # ENAME # MGR It HIREDATE SAL # COMM DEPMO # JOB - - -. -- . . - - - - - - - -- - - - -. - . -. - - - - ! 
7369 SMITH 7902 IT-Dee-1980 1 800 20 Qa9a36d86bla94fbcbmObdcaa37a26b 

7499 ALLEN 7898 20-Feb-1981 I. . .  1600 300 30 fl8eefcc83a5a93571 gf4425e4a3ccaa 

7521 WARD 7698 22-Feb-1981 1 . .  1250 500 30 fl8eelcc83a5aQ35TI Qf4425e4a3ccaa 

7566 JONES 7839 02-Apr-1481 12 . 2975 20 929a43a844650aZba239b9a50dlbbd2t 

7654 MARTIN 7698 28-Sep-1981 1 . .  1250 1400 30 fl &eefcc83a5a935719f4425a4a3ccaa 

7698 BLAKE 7839 01-Mw1981 1 . .  2850 30 929a43a84465Oa2ba236b9a50dlbbdX 

17900 'JAMES 7698 03-Dec-1981 1 950 30 gaga3Ed86bfa94fntbfOObdcaa37a26b 

1 9 0 2  FORD 1655 03-Dec-I DBl 1 . 3000 20 ac6a408e0279ea17541eOda338295a6E 

17934 MILLER 7782 23-Jan-1 482 1. 1300 10 ~a9a36d86~fa947bcbtOObdcaa37a2Bb 

Table 10. The Attribute "JOB" has been Encrypted by MD5 

Conclusion: This program can add Field Encryption by MD5 to a table. 

Test FE-3: SQL Statement Test - SELECT 

This test is based on a table called "HAO.EMP". The attribute "JOB" is encrypted 

by DES. Program simulates an application and sends query "SELECT" to the 

management system. Since the attribute "JOB" can appear in two positions in each 

statement, we test "SELECT" statement by at least two different queries. 



Test Conditions: 

1. Table: HAO.EMP2 

2, Encryption Method: DES 

3. Encrypted Attribute: JOB 

4. Key: 12345678 

1) SQL Statement 1 : The encrypted attribute is after SELECT and should be 

returned to the user. 

SELECTJOB WHERE DEPT=JO; 

Result without the key: NULL 

Result with the key: MANAGER 

PRESIDENT 

CLERK 

Result with wrong key "123456": NULL 

2) SQL Statement 2: The encr~rpted attribute is in condition WHERE 

SELECT EMPNO WHERE JOB="CLERK7'; 

Result without the key: NULL 

Result with the key: 73 69 

78 76 

7900 

7934 

Result with wrong key "123456": NULL 



Conclusion: User can access the encrypted table by SQL statement "SELECT". 

System returns the right answer with the correct key. 

Test FE-4: SQL Statement Test - NSERT 

This is used to tesr whether the SQL statement ''INSERT" can work in an 

encrypted table. 

Test Conditions: 

1. Table: HAO. EMF 

2. Encryption Method: DES 

3. Encrypted Attribute: JOB 

4. Key: 12345678 

SQL Statement: INSERT INTO HAO.TEMP2 (EMPNO, ENAME, JOB, 

DEPTNO) VALUE (8000, 'HAO', 'TESTJOB" 10) 

Result: Use the Oracle to check the contents of the table HAO.EMP2. The 

record had been inserted to the table. The "Insert" statement can work on an encrypted 

table. 

Conclusion: User can insert a record to an encrypted table if the user has the 

correct key. 



Test FE-5: SQL Statement Test - Update 

Test FE-5 tests if the SQL statement "Update" can work in an encrypted table. 

Like "Select" command, we should test at least two "Update" statements. One is set the 

encrypted attribute in the phrase " W H E W  as one of the update conditions. Another one 

is the enctypted attribute is in the inquiry phrase and should be returned to the user. 

Test Conditions: 

1. Table: HAO.TEMP 

2. Encryption Method: DES 

3. Encrypted Attribute: JOB 

4. Key: 12345678 

SQL Statement 1: UPX3ATE HAO.TEMP SET JOB='TESTCEERK? W E R E  

Eh4PNO=8000; 

Result: Use the statement "SELECT JOB FROM HAO.TEMP W E R E  

EMPNO=8000;" to test the result. Then the system returns "TESTCLERK". 

SQL Statement 2: UPDATE HAO.TEMP SET SAL=2222, DEPTNO=3O 

W E R E  JOB= 'TESTCLERK' ; 

Result: Use the statement "SELECT SAL, DEPTNO FROM HAO-TEMP 

W R E  EMPNO=8000;" to test the result. Then the system returns "2222" and "30". 

The final result after all these operations above is shown in Table 1 1. 



EMPNO # ENAME & MGR # HIREDATE # SAL# COMM # DEPTNO # JOB --- 
7369 SMITH 7902 4 7-Pat-I  980 ... 800 20 aOfa72026 bd7209f 

- . -  
ALLEN 7698 20-Feb-1981 ... 1600 300 30 7e5aa5f5707c319J ... 

17521 WARD 7698 22-Feb-1981 ... 1250 500 30 7e5aa5f5707~3193 ... 

17566 ,JONES 7839 02-Aer-1981 ... 2975 , - . . 
2 0  68cSdeb91fd37064 

17654 MARTIN 7698 28-Sep-1981 ... 1250 1400 30 7e5aa5f5707c3193,.. 

KING 

TURNER . . 
ADAMS 

JAMES 

FORD 

MILLER 

Table 1 1. The Final Result after the Field Encryption Tests 

Conclusion: Users can update the records in an encrypted table. 

4.2.2. Row Level Control Test 

Like the testing in Field Encryption, first we should test whether the user can add 

and remove Row Level Control in a table. Second, we test basic query operation. The list 

of the tests is shown in Table 12. 

I TEST FE-3 1 SQZ 1 UPDATE 1 Test "Update" Query 
Table 12. A List of the Tests for Row Level Control 

Description 

TEST RC- 1 

TEST RC-2 

Method Test No. Test Type 

AddRemove 

SQL - SELECT 

AddlRemove RC to a Table 

Test "Select" Query 



Test RC-1: Basic Function Test - Add and Remove Row Level Control. 

To test the result of this function, we set two test methods. One is to create an 

empty table, "TEST-RCl", and insert new records to it. The second is to use an existing 

table called "TEST-RC2". 

Test Conditions: 

1. Table: HAO.TEST-RC 1 (Empty Table), TEST-RC2 

2. Owner: H A 0  

Users who can access this table are HAO, TESTUSER1, TESTUSER2, 

TESTUSER3, and TESTUSER4. The sample privileges for each user are shown in Table 

Table 13. Privileges for Each User 

The symbol "4" means this user has the priviIege of the operation. We set the 

sample row control level as shown in Table 14. These levels are identifications to 

distinguish the different users. User can set them to any words. 



Table 14. A List of New Row Control Levels 

Username 

TESTUSER1 

TESTUSER2 

TESTUSER3 

TESTUSER4 

The next step is inserting some records to this table by different users. For 

example, login with the user "TESTUSEW" and insert one record to the table by the 

query "TNSERT INTO HAO.TEST - RCI (EMPNO, ENAME, JOB, SAL, DEPTNO) 

VALUES (3000, 'N3000', 'SALESMAN', 3000, 20)". Because only the user 

"TESTUSER3", "TESTUSER4", and " H A 0  have the privileges to insert a new record 

to the table "HAO.TEST-RCI", the value of the field "DS-RC-RCL" is "RC3"'. 

New Level 

RC 1 

RC2 

RC3 

RC4 

In the beginning of the test, we change the current user to the owner "HA0 and 

insert some new records to make the table a little bit complex. The value of attribute 

"DS-RC-RCL" in these new records is "NULL". The result of the table 

"HAO.TEST-RC 1" is shown in Table 15. 



HIR... @ 5AL # CO ... # DEFT ... fi D o C - R C L  4 
3000 20 RC3 

. - -  - 
N3010 MANAGER - .  - - 3500 -. . - - - -  30 RC3 

3020 l~31320 CLERK 3020 10 RC3 

3030 N3030 CLERK 
- - - 3330 10 RC3 
401 0 N4010 CLERK 4000 20 RC4 

4020 I N4020 , MANAGER 
-- - 5000 10 RC4 

4030 I N4030 , SALESMAN . - 4030 10 RC4 
5000 M5000 CLERK 
- - - .  
9999 , HA0 

- - -  . 
SALESMAN . - 

98D0 IH1 1 CLERK 
- 

MANAGER 8000 1.0 

Table 15: After "XNSERT" Operation in Table "TEST-RC 1 " 

In the last column, "DS-RC-RCL", the new level "RC5" and '"RC4" mean that 

those tuples are added by user "TESTUSER3" and 'TESTUSER4". Value "NULL'" 

implies that those records are added by the owner of this table, "HAW, if the owner does 

not set any row control level during the inserting. 

Test RC-2: SQL Statement - SELECT 

This test i s  a Iittle bit complex because we should access the table as different 

users. To test the result of the basic SQL operation, some additional tuples are added to 

the table. These new records are granted to the user "TESTUSERl" and "TESTUSEIU". 

Then we have the chance to test if this p r o p m  works. 

We test this function by at least two SQL statements and we must execute each 

statement by different users. 



Test Conditions: 

Table: The Table used in last test "HAO.TEST-RC 1 ". 

User: Variable 

SQL Statements: 

SELECT ENAME FROM HAO.TEST - RC1 WHERE JOB='CLERK;; 

Q SELECT JOB FROM HAO.TEST-RCI WHERE DEPTNO=IO; 

Result: 

Here we only list the number of the records that have been returned. 

Table 16. The Result of "SELECT" Statement in RC 

In Table 16, the first column is the name of the user. We test the program by login 

with different users. The second column is the number of the statement. We designed two 

statement for the testing, statement Q and 0. The values in the last 2 columns are the 

number of the record that the system returned ta the user. "NO U C "  means the norma1 

operation without Row Level Control. "RLC" means the result with Row Level Conml. 



ConcInsion: For each user, the results with and without RLC are different because 

with RLC each user can only access the tuples belong to himher. 

Test RC-3: SQL Statement - Update 

This test is based on the table that created in the East test. In the test statement 

below, the 'X' and 'Y' are variables. We change the value 'Y" to return different records 

and 'X' can be any significance value. The null value in column 'XCL" means that any 

users who have the privileges to access this table can access the record. From the result 

shown in Table 17, the records can be access by the user if the row control level is 

"NULL". Obviously User cannot change the value of the tuple if the tuple already be 

granted to the other user. 

SQL Statement: Update WAO.TEST-RC 1 Set SAL='X Where EMPNO=' Y ;  



No. / Current User I X I Y I Result / RCL I Granted User 

TESTUSER4 3456 9800 

9999 3000 

4: Operation succeed w :  Operation failed 

TabIe 17. "UPDATE" Test of RC in TabIe "'TEST-RC1'" 

From the result Iisted in Table4- 15, we can get these conclusions: 

1. User who has the "Update" privilege can update the data if the RCL is 

"'NULL" 

2. User who has the "Update" privilege can update the data if the RCL belong to 

this user 

3. Other "Update" operations are not allowed 

4.3. Performance Test 

Performance tests focus on both Itbe space cornpIexity and time complexity. It 

must be remembered that encwtion has a high cost in over-head due to the processing 

power needed to execute the complex encryptionldecryption algorithms [6]. Normally, 

the cipher text is longer then the original message. Then replacing the original message 

by cipher text occupies more space for storing. Time complexity is as same as the space 

complexity, Encoding and decoding take long time during the query operation. 

Depending on different encryption methods, this extra cost can be calculated and 

compared each other. 



Although Field Encryption and Row Level Control imply more space and time 

needed, both of these functions are simply used for some specific tables. For example, 

there are 50 tables in user's database and maybe only 3 or 4 tables need to be encrypted 

or row level controlled. Users don't need to encrypt all the attributes such as 

"USER-NAME, "PRODUCTID, and "CAR-LENGTR". 

The testing hardware environment is in an IBM computer with Pentiurn II Celeron 

650MEEz processor, and 192MB RAM. The operating system is Microsoft Windows 2000 

PtofessionaI t SP2. 

4.3.1. Space Complex, ty Analysis 

Field Encryption: 

In FieId Encqq- ion, the size of cipher text is equal to or greater then the plain text. 

Different encryption rn $hods may have different results. 

MD5: 

The algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as o u ~ u t  

a 128-bit "fingerprint" or "message digest" of the input. It is conjectured that it is 

cornputationally infeasible to produce two messages having the same message digest, or 

to produce any message having a given pre-specified target message digest. The length of 

the cipher text of MD5 encryption is 32 words. 



DES: 

From the algorithm of DES, each round takes as input the 64-bit output of the 

previous round, and the 48-bit per-round key, and produces a 64-bit output. After the 

16th round, the 64-bit output is subjected to another permutation, which happens to be the 

inverse of the initial permutation. Suppose the length of the plain text is PI. From the 

algorithm of the DES, the space complexity is: 

CE{Pl} = (PI mod 8) x 16 -I- 16 

C1: length of cipher text 

P1: length of plain text 

That's mean if the plain text increase by 8; the cipher text should increase 16. 

RS A: 

In RSA, the size of the key is variable. Because this is a test progam, we already 

set the bit length to 64 so the length of the keys and N are almost constant. The length of 

the key1 is around 20. The length of key2 (factor N) i s  39 and the length of key3 i s  38. In 

real application, the length of the key should be more then 1000 to make sure that it is 

secured enough. The block size of the cipher text is the size of the key and the block size 

of the plain text must be smaller then the key length. From the algorithm of RSA the 

space complexity in this program is: 

Cl(P1) = (( P1+ 7 + 3 ) / 4) x Length(N) 

Which P1 is the length of plain text and (P1+7+3)/4 is the number of the blocks. 

Length(N) is the length of the factor N. In our project, the size of factor N is 39. Since the 

length of some blocks is 38, then the final result is not exactly the times of 39. Let Bn is 
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the number of the 'blocks and Bs is the size of each block. The range of the length of 

cipher text C1 is 

Figure 12 shows the space cost for each encryption methods. The category of X- 

axis is the length of the message. The category of Y-axis is the length of the cipher text. 

From this chart, the RSA is not good for the purpose of this project because it takes much 

more space then other encryption methods. 

Cipher-Text 

Figure 12. Space Cost of the Encryption Methods 

Row Level Control: 

The space cost for the Row Level Control is the size of new column added to the 

table. The data type of the column is VARCHAR2(22). Then the space complexity is 

O w )  where N is the number of rows in a table. Symbol n is the number of the rows in the 

table. 



4.3.2. Time Complexity 

Each time the database management system encoding or decoding the columns in 

Field Encryption requires additional time to process. Also, in Row Level Control, system 

need time to check the RLC status and process the user's queries. Depending on different 

query procedures, the cost time may be variable. 

Field Encryption: 

The running time for this function is the time to analyze the user input plus the 

time of the encoding and decoding. The time of the analysis can be considered as a 

constant and this operation only need to do once. Then the most of the time is used for 

encoding and decoding. 

If we retrieve the data by decoding the entire column, it will take a long time. The 

time cost for encodingldecoding a whole column is shown in Table 18. The length of the 

test string is 31 and the number of the test rows is 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 1500. In the 

result of DES and RSA, the first value is for encoding only and the second value i s  the 

result for both of the encoding and decoding operations. The unit of the time is second. 

E: Encoding A: Encoding and Decoding Unit: second 
Table 18. The Running Time of Each Encryption Method 
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Obviously, encodingldecoding entire coIumn is not good for large table because 

encoding and decoding are overhead. Jt is can only be used for small tabIes. System can 

analyze the queries and change them. The time complexity for these operations is 

constant (O( 1 )). 

Row Level Control: 

The additional time cost for searching with Row Level Control is O(N) where N 

is the number of rows in a table. The time required for each response to the user is the 

time to analyze and rewrite the quires. 

4.4. Security Problems 

In Field Encryption, the keys used for decoding are not stored in the database and 

this implementation. This design insures that no one can obtain the keys from the 

database. Adding Field Encryption to the database does not increase the risk of security. 

Actually, it reduces the risk to lose the data. 

As same as Field Encryption, because Row Level Control does not change the 

logic structure of DBMS, adding this function to the database will not give the breaker 

more chances to break in the system. This new function is not designed to against the 

people who want to break in the database. It protects the data for end-users only. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Conclusions 

From results of tests, the author provides users with an enhanced data security for 

Oracle database by Field Encryption and Row Level Control. Test results show that the 

technology is feasible and correct. 

For Field Encryption, users who want to get the data should provide not only the 

key for identification, but also the key for encryption. They would not lose their privacy 

even if the database is hacked. No one, including the database administrator, can read the 

data directly. For the row control, different users can access the same database, yet obtain 

only a specific set of records authorized to use. 

Some disadvantages are obvious. Additional space is required for field encryption 

and row level control. Users' queries have to be pre-processed before sending to the 

database. It requires extra execution time. 



5.2. Future Work 

Making this program compatible with other databases is the suggested future 

work. Because PLISQL is supported by Oracle only, the best way to apply these 

knctions to other databases is modulating the program as Java classes and methods. 

Currently, most of the database management systems can support Java language and 

import Java class. 
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APPENDIX-A 

A TABLE OF MAJOR SUBPROGRAMS USED IN THE PROGRAM 

Here is the list of the major subprograms used in this application. This Iist only 

contains the subprograms or elements that relate to the goal of this project directly. 

Others like the modules for interface and outputs are not included in this list. 

Category 

Tables 

Procedures 

Comments Name Location 

methods 

Restore the procedures, triggers, 

finctions that need to be store in the 

database 

Alter the table for Row Level Control 

Require the private key from the user 

Restore-SubPrograms 

DS-AlterTables 

DS-Requi reKey 

DS-FieldEncryption 

DSRowLevelControI 

App 

DB 

DB 

DB 

Used to save all the encryption 

information like the method, private 

key, etc. 

DS-EncMethod 

C heckUsers 

DB 

DB 

App 

Used to store the information for Row 

Control 

 he list of encryption methods 

Authorization and connection check 

Check all the tables will be used in the 

program. If not exist, create it. 

Check all the files for encryption 

CheckTables APP 

Check-Files APP 



Comments Category 

*: "DS' is the shorthand of "Data Security" 
**: "APF'" means the application 
***: "DB" means the database 

-- 
New SELECT if the user access some 

fields that had been encrypted 
DS - RedoSelectFE 

Functions 

Name 

DB 

Location 

DS - RedoSelectRC 

DS-Encrypt 

Delete the control level 

Provide an auto ID number for the 

attribute "rec - id'" of the tables 

DB 

DB 

Sequences 

New SELECT if the user access some 

sows not granted to himlher 

Encrypt the field, return the status of 

this operation 

Un-encrypt the field, return the status of 

this operation 

Add control level 

DS - UnEncrypt 

DS-RC-ADD 

DS-RC-DEL 

Dl3 

ITB 

DB 

DS-AutoID I DB 



APPENDIX B 

ENCRYPTION METHOD TEST SUITES 

To test the correctness of the encryption algorithm, we set test suites to check i t  

and the result is shown below. 

M D 5  test suite: 

DES test suite (key=T 2345678): 

' 

Message 

a 

abc 

message digest 

abcdefghij klrnnopqrstuvwxyz 

ABCDEFGH~KLMNoPQRSTwWXYzabc 
defghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz0 I23456789 

123456789012345678901 2345678901 2345678 
90 12345678901 234567890 1234567890 123456 
7890 

Cipher Text 

d4 1 d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecfI3427e 

Occ 175b9cOfl b6a83 1 c399e269772661 

900 1 50983cd24fbOd6963fld28e 17f72 

f96b697d7cb7938d525a2f3 I aafl6 1 dO 

c3fcd3d76 192e4007dfb496cca67e 13b 

d 1 74ab98d277dgfia5 6 1 1 cZc9f4 19d9f 

57edf4a22be3c955ac49ddk2 107b67a 



RSA test suite: 
Keyl= 15178972973989135559 
KeyZ(N)= 236894149634191864863633893835838147399 

I 

Message 

a 

abc 

message digest 

abcdefghij klmnopqrstuvwxyz 

I Message I Cipher Text 

Cipher Text 

1 5 d69826f6027dSb 

la78fbll5b4fOb94 

541 eb60650bb63ffeec5ed7ce36b24eS 

1 5 139e949228b 146~4e5462b7bfd27e9b2fb5db6 
6974ff6c8cSbe40b06595fl0 

ABCDEFGH'JKLmoPQRSTw 
WXYZabedefghi'klmopqrStuvmyz 
0123456789 

1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 
12345678901 234567890 1234567890 
12345678901 234567890 

abc 

message digest 

6b 1 370aa34e3076a5 b 1 e6fcS08fd9ede 179fP9 19e 
4ae3 1 fce3a8 1 bab 1 b8~5ec267~86cf097b08882 1 2 
e6e2a383eeb845dbbdal543ddfd7982726deSe35 
bd 1844 
77db4f33833OOc7b488232b72665b60f57894EeO 
a8da2 1 d380ddflb6 1 db8c 1 f4689~07dd379eRal7 
7db4f3383300~7b488232b72665b60f57894feOa 
8da2 1 d380ddf7b6 1 db8c1 f4689c07dd379ef8a1 de 
M9285a09c383b 

98025660524900607818684034580774792186537779 
1 55029991 9805791 9569472977904 
103652 1 773459 1472 1 194271 7989858 E 7447 1 736 I64 1 
02942847064105938591537109081369512572446605 
1 1 3749 18672840698055801 54927 1369420986329495 
29850254242 10359747 P 649 1 87508308045636852489 
865922734940223494 17726350027 1 86973 769803 184 



Message Cipher Text 

76138255599804880847585915218633178024061 



A USER" GUIDE 

Main Program: 

Abtm ~ d i t  h e w  Block Recad Reld W~ndw Help 

$ 1  " & I  3(:3fil 

Row ( 

e in the l$t, 

~e column. 
It mmim 

Main Program 



User can choose the functions from the tools bar in the left by clicking the button. 

The details for each part are described in Chapter-3. 

All the function operations, for example, add and remove FE to a table, are 

grouped by different tab pages and listed in function area. 

The tab pages for each function are listed below. 

. - -- . . . - 

on Table 
----.-A_ 

Please choose the table 

Data Type: ~ L P U I R ~  - Choose the 
rY 

- 1  - 
se "Apply" button. 

tncrypt~on ~ e t h a d  
Key 1 : 1- 

': 7 
L _ _ _ - r _ _ _  _. _ _  En; - 

IJner - 

FieW Encrypt 

n Table I 

,II'$E 

I F F  - p ~ - r p  I 

F F  r p z r  s p  rr-L3 p==- 
F-F E-p - 
F-F :s p - 

I 

:Id Encrypt1 

Info - 

This Tab Page is used for 
Field Encrqrption. User can 

choose the column and 
encrypt it. 

This is a snapshot for the 
table DS-FieldEncryption. 

Table: 

Colurn 
om the trer 

Choose th 
-. 

? in the left 

a cufumn, 

kbn Status , Input the 

, For encry4 

key iF avail, 

ption chan~ 

pted 

I 

Key 2 

3; I-== 
rpt Method 

" -.-,.... - .... - 
eld Encrypt ,...- - ...... 

l Enayptior 

Table 
MP 



Available 
Levels: I 

able KSTI .! I;;;;; 

User: ( 
I -  

Row Level Control. 

HOW Contra! 

A snapshot of table 
DS-RowLevelControl 

These 4 tab pages can do all the operations for FE and RC. It gives users a 

friendly interface. Next image is the snapshot of the test program. 

Test Program: 



Exit user: f j  

TEM 
TI lrrn A 

ERE]: 

Owner: 
Table: r 

-. -.. .. , -  - .  

Test Program 

Tester can login the database by different username. The tables are listed in the 

left part. Tester can choose the tab pages for different test purpose. 

The tab pages in test program are list below. 



5 4  4 l f l  
- 

- 

This is used for basic SQL 
statement test in FE. 

The test numbers i s  

TEST FE-3 

- 

RCHAW 
IMBER <NULL> 

This is used for basic SQL 
statement test in FE. 

<NULL> The test numbers is 

TEST FE-4 

dear Go! 

L 3 t L t t  1 J : Result : 
I COMM - 

[WHERE oE 1: 
IEPTNO 
01 2: AND OR 
INAME -7 

.- .. - 

! -- 

I Form TI 

I r.'"'...... 
I 

. - .. 

:nsert Test 

Qear 

MGR 
HTREDA' 
5AL 
COMM 
DEPTNC 

I EMPNO 
CNULL > 

- 
New ' value: 



. 

dear UPDATE 

This i s  used for basic SQL 
statement test in FE. 

i [VAI 

IMBER 
r'Tf 
JMBER I I The test numbers is -. ,- 

COMM 
DEPJNO 
ENPNO 
FN AMF 

JMBER 
IMBER 
IMBER 

slue: New Vi Add To Li 

- .  

Query Tes 
- - 

elect Test 

Begin I 'RLC Re 

[FROM]: 

;I T~EST-RC 1 

- 
This is used for basic SQL 

statement test in RC. 

Column : 

ecard: 

1 I The test numbers is 



R a :  r 
IHRRP 
BER 

-- - ~ 
-- - - 

-. 
- 1 Query Test I RC S&ct Tert I RC Maint T a t  1 RC Maint 14 4 bI  HI 

I 
RLC Ratu 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

EMPNO 
ENAME 

MGR 
HIREDATE 

This is used for basic SQL 
statement test in RC. 

The test numbers is 

TEST RC-3 

V ARl 
VARt 
NUM 
DATt 
NUM 

NUM 

- 

I 
I - 

,I I- - 

Leve 

- 

BE!? 
BER 
BER 

This is used for basic SQL 
statement test in RC. User 
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